GENETIC CLINIC INFORMATION

1. CLINIC NAME : Rare disease clinic
2. NAME OF INSTITUTE : Sir Padampat mother & child health institute
   (J K Lon hospital), SMS medical college,
   Jaipur (Rajasthan)
3. NAME OF CLINIC DIRECTOR : 1) DR. Ashok Gupta (Sr. Professor & Head)
                                       2) DR. Manisha Goyal (Medical Geneticist)
4. QUALIFICATIONS : 1) MD(Ped)
                           2) Fellowship in Medical Genetics,
                              Maternal Fetal Medicine training
5. ADDRESS OF CLINIC : Rare Disease clinic
                           3rd floor, J K Lon hospital
                           Near Trimurty Circle, JLN Marg
   a. CITY : Jaipur
   b. STATE : Rajasthan
   c. POSTAL CODE : 302015
6. PHONE : 0141-2619827
7. EMAIL : dr_ashok_05@hotmail.com
          manidr2000@gmail.com
8. WEB URL : Rarediseaseregistryindia.com
9. FAX :
10. SERVICES PROVIDED (Tick whatever is applicable) 
    a. PEDIATRIC GENETICS
    b. ADULT GENETICS
    c. CANCER GENETICS
    d. PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS
    e. FETAL ULTRASONOGRAPHY